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site map and checklist

Elusive, amorphous, volatile, and restless, the surf

Questions of difference and identity are the foundation stones of Horn's practice. This
two-part exhibition was specifically devised to manifest such concerns, in both its form
and content. Containing two sculptures and three photographically based series, each part

Taken with a point-and-shoot camera, the panopl

Autonomy, one of the most prized qualities of the quintessential modernist artwork, is

feel different in memory-that is, with hindsight-and, yet again, when overlaid by a
subsequent encounter, and then by further retrospective reflection, and so on . . . .

encounter, individuating it by stressing the work's quiddity, locking it into the here and now
of the sensed moment. Still, she keeps alive awareness that this experience will inevitably

as well as conditions inherent in the very act of observation. While acknowledging these
factors as integral to experiencing any work of art, Horn accentuates the specificity of the
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otherwise be stated by envisaging what might no

up This is Me, This is You (1999-2000)

each other, as in this title, which succinctly embo

one without being reminded of its antipode. Thereafter the two are indelibly conjoined,
seen in relation to each other, complementing and detracting in equal parts.

undermined by making evident the object's contextual dependencies-dependencies
derived from the framing conditions of site, context, institution, linguistics, and semiotics,

in Horn's art vies with vision as the most basic m
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Cloun (Gray) and its variant Clowd and Cloun (Bl

something parallel occurs, albeit transposed into

If reflection and transparency render paradoxical

again cannot begin to be located.

sculpture becomes and remains dominant or determining may depend on the order in
which they were initially discovered. On finding the first, one neither automatically nor

room containing its companion alters the confounding reflections, generated as the spectator circles around it, subjecting it to slow searching scrutiny. But, even the sequence in
which this pair is initially encountered can forever inflect one's reading. Whether one

raking over the sensual curve of the glass meniscus animates this volatile transparent
work in vivid but unpredictable ways; more subtle shifts in the cool northern light in the

also inflect each visitor's experience. For example, contingencies of light and weather may
substantially alter the effect and impact of the sculpture: in the late afternoon, direct sun

parts. That interaction is crucial; for it is only in memory-only over time-that these dual
experiences come together to disclose the bifurcated unity. Circumstantial differences

Those who visit only one part will have a circumscribed experience; for the whole is relational, critically engaging the viewer as an essential agent who interacts with each of the
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"Blah, Blah, Blah,' the Gershwins's satirical skewing of sentiments now so routine as to
be stultified, teases the entrant to Roni Horn's exhibition. Is her title a forewarning? Or an
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